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uH Listany two key-words that are associated wirh exception handling in C+i. }1 ,ct*ch;. {6t- O/ )

5. What are the default storage classes of global variables and local variables ?

(5x2 = t0)

PART -B
(Maximum marks : 30)

ll Answer any /rve of the following questions. Each question canies 6 marks'

l . Develop a program to read the Employee code, Name and Salary of an employee

into a structur€ variable and display the same'

2. Explain break statement and continue stalement with proper examples for each.

Vf. n"fu* function overloading. Write a Pogram to find the area of a Rectangle,

Square and a Circle using function overloading.

V4. Explain about any 2 types of constnrctors in C+'

y' gxphin about Friend functions. Give an example'
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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY/
MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE - OCTOBER, 20 I 9

OBIECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING THROUGH C#

[7ize:3 hours \/
(Maximum marks : 100)

PART_A
Maximum ma*s : l0)

Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. List any two pr€prccessor directives.

2. List the two parameter passing methods in C#, other than Call by Reference.

3. List the two .rccess specifien used in inheritance, other than Public.
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6. Create a class Rectangle with member variables length nd breadth, utd suitable

member functions for input, area calculation and output. Create another class ^Box.

inheriting Rectangle with member vaial:le Height and required member functions.

Write a program to find thc bottom area and volume of a box using the above

classes.

Marks

(5x6:30)
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Z/ Explun about exception trandling in C++.,,-
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PART - C

(Marimurm mark : 60)

(Arswer onc full question from each uit. Each full question carries 15 mark.)

UNrr - I

Explain about the different looping statements in C#. Give examples.

Write a program to check whether the given number is Prime or not.

Or<

Write a program to read the Roll no, Name, Marks of Physics and Marks of
Chemistry of N students of a class and display the Roll no, Name and Total
marks of Science (sum of Physics and Chemistry) of the students, using strucnue.

List the user defined data types in C#.

Urrr - II

Write Progmms to swap (interchange) the values of two variables by,
(i) Using a fi.mction with call by pointer (ii) Using a function wilh call

by reference.
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s
Constructors and Destructors.

On

Explain about the 3 access control specifiers used inside the class. How they
are used to control access to class member variables.

Develop a filrction nextfibQ which retums the next fibonacci term on srrccessive

calls to the functioq sarting ftom the first term. Use static variables, if required.

[Hint:lf the Fibonacci series is 0 | 123 5 8..., the first call to nertfibQ
should retum 0, on next call l, then l, then 2 and so on.]

UNrr III
(a) Write an object oriented progzm to add trvo complex numbers using operator

overloading. Include a member function to display the complex nunber in its
proper format as "X + iY', whcre X is the real part and Y is the imaginary part
of the number. (if Y is -ve, it should be displayed as "X - iy").

[Hint : If the complex numbers are, C]l = Xl + iy1 and C2= X2 + iy2,
then Cl + g2 = 1Xl + X2) + i(Yl + Y2) t5
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Marks

9
Explain Single i and Multilcvel inheritance with suitable examples.

Write a friend
the sum of
write

What are templates in C# ?

classes with examples.

to declare the function as a friend function in a class.

nrction addlengthQ, for class Length, which adds and displays
Length objects passed to it in Meters and Centimeters. Also

Unrr - IV

Explain about Template frrnctions and Template

Write a progftm which reads two integers, divides the first number by the second
number and displays the quotient. Use exception handling mechanism in C+ to
handle the possibility of a division by zero exception.

On

X (a) Write a program to find the largest of two values, which may be both integer,

float or char variables, using a function template.

Draw the block diagram and explain Multiple inheritance.

C= C_{_A

64Y 1+v
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